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this is acoustic jazz with
a sinile. Absolutely bound
to be a crowd pleaser live,
this.set aptly illustrates
the skill, taste and sheer
musicianship currently on
offer in this genre across
the UK,
www.djangonauts.co.uk

( 21ST CENTURY FOLK )

DOGHOUSE ROSES
HOW'VE YOU BEEN
ALL THIS TIME?

Paul Tasker
(guitar)
and lona
Macdonald
(vocals)

produce cultured 21st
century folk and their debut
album contains 10 tracks
that show why they're rated
highly by all those who
come across their work in
the genre. Crystal clear
singing, accomplished
harmonies and beguiling
arrangements mix to
underline the sophisticated
yet authentic qualities
of their original songs.
Compared to Pentangle and
Gillian Welch, the strings

and jortif Greener The

Grass bears out their right
to stand in such company
and points toward an
extremely successful future
for the pair,
www.doghouseroses.net

(SWING MASTERS )

STEVE TAYLOR BIG
BAND
TO BUDDY RICH
& BEYOND

Big band
brass and
rhythm
from Steve's
energetic

and tight 17-piece band,
by the way of a CD and
DVD tribute to legendary
drumming ace Buddy Rich,
recorded live at the Mill
Hill Jazz Festival. Powerful
and arousing from the start,
Steve notably leads the
impressive cast through
a West Side Story medley
— complete with a stirring
drum solo — as well as
the classics, Good News

Suite and Love For Sale.

In addition, 10% of the
profits from the sales of this

recording go to the North
London Hosprce, which
gives another first class
reason to purchase either
release. Awesome.
www.stevetaylorbigband.com

(ROCKSTEADY READY )

BAKED A LA SKA
BAND
BAKED A LA SKA
BAND

Absolutely
brilliant
covers in
a totally
ska idiom

from the combined gifts of
a 12-piece outfit, fronted
by vocalists Tom Davies,
David Knopov and Robin
Sunflower. Hailing from
Manchester and brought
together by keys maestro
Mr John Ellis, the band
specialise in absorbing,
radio-friendly, sure-fire
winners, putting them
through the ska machine
and then delivering a
stream of apparently never-
ending dancefloor hits.
Samba Pa Ti is packed with
all the prevailing elements:
intro shouts, supreme
harmonica, rhythm to die
tor and a real synthesis of
great playing.
www.myspace.com/
bakedalaskaband

(GLOBAL TREATS )

PAULA DARWISH
+ THE COUNTRY &
EASTERN BAND
DO WHAT YOU LOVE

An intriguing
corning
together
of western
style

pop/rock and eastern/
African influences, this
album at times drives
along in pop mainstream
mode then unexpectedly
takes a fascinating turn
into far more exotic and
adventurous forms with
Turkish and Kurdlsh motifs
to the fore. The CD arrives
with liner insert lyrics in

both English and Turkish,
making Manchester-
based singer and multi-
instrumentalist Paula
instantly stand out from the
crowd. The spotlight fixed
on not just guitars, bass
and drums, but also on
cumbus, saz, bouzouki and
dura, ensures a tantalising
listening experience.
Astounding.
www.countryandeastern.net

( EXPANSIVE CELTICISMS )

ALLAN YN Y FAN
TROSNANT

A five-piece
Gwent-based
act, Allan
Yn Y Fan
are known

for keenly maintaining the
fine Welsh instrumental
tradition, but with the
addition of singer/fiddle
player Meriel Field they
branch out into songs on

1 this, their excellent latest
1 album release. Lisa Lan

is a thing of beauty, a
sad tale of lost love that
highlights the group's

' mastery with a lament
in a wistful mood. The
Tress/a Bridge/Tenpenny

Bit/Thunderhead set, on
the other hand, blends
Welsh and frish flavours
to considerable effect and
adds an invigorating upward
swing once it hits the latter
section. True carriers of
a mature and expanding
Celtic style, the group are
well worth checking out
live or via recordings
whenever possible.
www.ayyf.co.uk

(—MEMORABIETAL 

SEVEN7
TRY SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

Metal
exponents
of the
first order,
Seven7 are

able to call upon a host of
guest musicians, such as
Steve Smyth (Testament)

and Pete Riley (Erot
Cakes), to perform c
their debut CD, Vih-k

packed witn hamrne
rhythms, fearsome
and exactly the kind
materiai that metal I
from all over the wol
eagerly welcome wit
arms. Dynamic singt
wordsmith, Dave Brc
leads the four-man g
which — uniquely —
Arran on fretIess ba5
jazz scale king and r
writer, Nicholas MeiE
guitars, oud and bag
plus Dave Moulding
splintering drums. Pi
forceful arid intense,
this album is a rare
memorable feast for
senses. Try somethir
different? Absolutely
www.seven7.name

PAN-EUROPEAN F

2DUOS
UNTIL THE COW
COME HOME
This unique foursom
made up of two Edin
musicians, Claire Ma
(flute/whistles/fiddle,
and Aaron Jones (lick

bouzouki/guitar), anc
Stuttgart performers
Gudrun Walther (voc,
fiddle/diatonic/accon
and Jurgen Treyz (gu
dobro/vocals), who p
roots music that bler
the best of their resp
traditions. Claire, ren
for her time with — ar
others — Tabache arc
Croabh Rua, plus Aai
the award-winning 01
Dogs work effortlessl
their European collea
to produce brilliant rr
This release is the re:
of occasional get-fogr
and, more unusually,
numerous mailings ot
between the two part
The entertaining and
engrossing tracks inc
their take on Richard
Thompson's Beeswin,

the traditional Braw

Great stuff.
www.2duos.com
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